Subtype- and species-specific knockdown of PKC using short interfering RNA.
RNA interference (RNAi), the targeted mRNA degradation induced by double-stranded RNA (dsRNA), is a powerful tool for analyzing gene function in many organisms. Recently, it has been shown that RNAi is also applicable to cultured mammalian cells by using short interfering RNA (siRNA) [Nature 411 (2001) 494]. To examine whether this siRNA method is useful for analyzing the subtype-specific functions of protein kinase C (PKC), we first prepared siRNAs which target human alphaPKC and human deltaPKC and applied them into mammalian cells to suppress the expression of endogenous alphaPKC and deltaPKC, respectively. Each siRNA for alpha or deltaPKC specifically suppressed the endogenous expression of corresponding PKC subtype in human-derived cell lines such as HEK-293 and HeLa cells, but not in cells derived from rat species. The suppression level of deltaPKC reached maximum 48-72h after the transfection of siRNA. In addition, the siRNA targeting rat deltaPKC suppressed endogenous and exogenous rat deltaPKCs but not human deltaPKC, suggesting that siRNAs targeting PKCs effectively knocked down endogenous/exogenous PKCs in mammalian cells, in subtype- and species-specific manner. Furthermore, we also developed the method to discriminate the siRNA-transfected cells using the antibody recognizing thymine dimer. Our present results strongly suggest that siRNA method enable us to examine the subtype-specific function of PKC, not only by knockdown of the endogenous target PKC subtype, but also by subsequent compensation with the exogenous corresponding wild/mutant PKC derived from other species.